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ABSTRACT

In camera-equipped teleoperated robots, it is often tedious
for the operator to manage both the viewpoint and the
shaky/unstable navigation, leading to disorientation. Our
proposal is to create a virtual, freely rotatable camera that is
decoupled from the robot’s rotation. It is implemented using a
complete spherical camera and removing its rotation in-image
with a novel algorithm based on aligning the dense spherical
optical flow field along the epipolar direction. Finally, any
area on the rotation-less image sequence can be undistorted,
resulting in the desired decoupled camera. We illustrate the
concept by showing the effect on some videos taken from a
spherical camera under different robot motions.

Index Terms— Robot Teleoperation, Spherical Camera,
Video Stabilization

1. INTRODUCTION

Teleoperated robots with cameras are often used for survey-
ing in dangerous environments. Usually, the camera view-
point is tied to the robot motion. [8] and [7] talk about how
a fixed viewpoint can affect cognitive judgment and lead to
disorientation. They explain how a decoupled, independently
rotatable camera can increase search performance and reduce
disorientation. The operator can fix the camera for navigation,
or decouple it for surveying, avoiding repetitive position ad-
justments of the robot. However, even with a Pan-Tilt-Zoom
(PTZ) apparatus, the operator would still need to adjust for the
unstable robot motion. Meanwhile, recently developed spher-
ical cameras (e.g. Ricoh Theta [15]) can provide an all-round
view. Since they capture information from all directions, any
camera rotation can be completely reversed or ‘derotated’ and
adjusted as desired in-image. Any area on the sphere can be
easily unwarped to a perspective view in that direction (Fig-
ure 1). Thus, they form good candidates for implementing
such a decoupled camera. Hence, we aim to stabilize spheri-
cal image sequences by removing their rotation, allowing for
a virtual camera that can be independently oriented.
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Fig. 1. Spherical images (in Equirectangular Projection) can
be unwarped at any direction. Such images can be rotated
without information loss.

2. RELATED RESEARCH AND OUR APPROACH

Along similar lines, many have used spherical cameras to
stabilize/decouple camera rotation. [1] and [17] implement
a virtual decoupled camera using additional sensors to esti-
mate rotation and continuously derotate each spherical video
frame. [10], [19], and [11] use feature point matching for
the same. [12] also uses feature-point based methods to sta-
bilize spherical images to provide an immersive view on a
wearable headset. However, methods with additional sen-
sors need difficult synchronization and data fusion and it is
well known that point-matching based can be unstable to-
wards outliers/repeated textures.

Meanwhile, dense optical flow methods like [16] are very
popular for perspective video stabilization and can work in
all kinds of situations. [20] also explained how regularization
in dense optical flow prevents outliers and results in accurate
epipolar geometry. Similarly, we attempt the same on spher-
ical videos. Long ago, the authors of [18] discuss the pat-
terns of flow formed on a spherical camera undergoing pure
rotation and translation (Figure 2). They explain that since
any spherical camera motion is a combination of the two,
any optical flow field on the sphere can be separated as such.
Thus, they pose rotation estimation as a derotation-based pat-
tern recognition problem and theoretically suggest multiple
searches for the 5-DoF motion parameters along 3 separate
axes. This coupling of translation and rotation parameters
along 3 different searches could be quite slow. Several oth-
ers ([9, 3]) attempted similar approaches to estimate the full
5-DoF motion. [21] also follows a similar technique for stabi-
lizing the roll and pitch motions of a mobile robot. However,
they assumed the robot motion to be non-holonomic.



For our concerned application, only rotation estimation is
necessary. Hence, the main contribution of this paper is a
simple but novel dense minimization of the rotational com-
ponent of the optical flow field without solving the complete
5-DoF epipolar estimation problem. Estimating the rotation
independently is computationally lighter, results in lower er-
rors, and makes it applicable for the full range of 3D motions
and any kind of translation. The use of dense optical flow re-
sults in a particularly smooth stabilization. The popular Ricoh
Theta spherical camera has been used in this research. In the
remainder of this paper, we first explain the theoretical basis
behind our method, then explain the minimization used for
derotation, followed by error evaluations and a few examples.

3. SPHERICAL OPTICAL FLOW

As mentioned earlier, spherical motion fields were discussed
in great detail in [18]. For pure translational motion, the
optical flow vectors are seen diverging away from a pole ~q′
and converging towards a diametrically opposite pole ~q i.e.
aligned along the epipolar lines from ~q - ~q′. As for pure ro-
tational motion, the optical flow vectors form parallel loops
around the rotation axis. Both are shown in Figure 2.

Any arbitrary motion of the camera forms a combination
of these two fields. Since we can obtain the flow from any
direction (unlike a perspective camera), we can theoretically
distinguish the translational and rotational components of the
motion field [18]. Moreover, rotations in spherical images are
completely recoverable without any information loss. Hence,
it should be possible to ‘derotate’ the frame and re-compute
the optical flow to reach an orientation at which the motion
field is perfectly aligned according to the epipolar direction,
i.e. a translational state. Based on this, we formulate our
derotation technique.

Figure 3 shows the real estimated optical flow vectors
for a purely translational movement and a purely rotational
movement (both generated by accordingly moving the cam-
era on a tripod) respectively, in the spherical projection. They
were estimated using a simple Farneback algorithm [4] on the
equirectangular projection followed by an appropriate trans-
formation to the spherical projection [5]. Patterns similar to
Figure 2 can be observed.

4. EPIPOLAR ALIGNMENT AND DEROTATION

Thus, we can conclude that will always be an orientation to
which a frame can be derotated such that the motion field
aligns along the epipolar vector i.e. a pure translational state.
Without knowing this vector, it can be said that in this sym-
metrical state, the moment of the optical flow vectors about
the center of the sphere would be zero, if their magnitudes
were exactly the same (Figure 2). To remove the depth de-
pendence of the optical flow vectors, they can be divided by
their magnitudes and reduced to unit length. Essentially, we
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Fig. 2. Motion fields on the spherical image for the camera
undergoing (a) Pure Translation (b) Pure Rotation.

(a) Translation (b) Rotation

Fig. 3. Computed real motion fields on the spherical image
for (a) Translation (b) Rotation. Patterns similar to those in
Figure 2 above can be noticed.

are not interested in their magnitudes or the epipolar vector
in itself, but only in aligning the direction of all optical flow
vectors along it, similar to the translational patterns in Figures
2 and 3. Any deviation from this alignment will cause a mo-
ment around the center. For every point i on the sphere S, if
~Fi is the optical flow vector (relative to point i) and ~xi is the
radius vector, the total moment is (Equation (1)):

~M =
∑
∀i∈S

(~xi ×
~Fi

| ~Fi|
) (1)

Thus, our basic idea is to search for the angle at which the
optical flow vectors align according to an epipolar vector, i.e.
with zero or minimal moment ~M (Equation 1). The frame
can be derotated and flow vectors re-computed till we reach
such an angle - which would give us the rotation between two
frames. We pose this as a Levenberg-Marquardt minimization
[14] of the total moment. Instead of re-computing the optical
flow field in every iteration, we simply re-project it based on
the initial state resulting in a much higher speed. Assuming
a small frame-to-frame rotation (to maintain validity of opti-
cal flow vectors as well), we choose an initial value of zero
rotation and the optimization converges quickly to the closest
minima. If the camera motion is too large, an initial value



(a) Before Optimization: Translation + Rotation

(b) After Optimization: Translation flow with
epipoles and epipolar lines

(c) After Optimization: (a)-(b), Rotation Only

Fig. 4. Example: Derotating a single frame: Optical flow in
equirectangular projection (a) before and (b) after optimiza-
tion. In (a), Rotation + Translation patterns are superimposed
and unsymmetric. In (b) and (c), separated patterns similar to
Figure 3 can be noticed. The red and blue points indicate the
epipoles, and red lines are epipolar lines (drawn manually). It
can be seen that the flow vectors are aligned along them.

can also be obtained with the usual 8-point RANSAC [6]. In
accordance, we chose the optimization space to be that of the
Euler angles α, β, and γ with fixed x−y−z axes to maintain
a small search space. Thus:

minimize
α,β,γ

| ~M | = minimize
α,β,γ

|
∑
∀i∈S

(~xi ×
~Fi

| ~Fi|
)| (2)

where ~Fi has been calculated after derotation with the current
iteration’s estimates of α, β, and γ. Figure 4 shows an ex-
ample of this minimization in two frames. The distribution
of optical flow vectors before optimization is a superimposi-
tion of rotation and translation. After optimization, the optical
flow vectors appear to be similar to that of pure translation.

We accumulate the rotation and derotate every frame in
this manner to obtain the ‘translation-only’ viewpoint for the
entire sequence. We can then choose to undistort it to a per-
spective view in any desired direction to give us the corre-
sponding virtual camera viewpoint.

5. EXPERIMENTS AND PERFORMANCE

The algorithm runs at 5 FPS with equirectangular images of
250× 500 pixels without any parallel processing on a Core i7
laptop. Since our application is about keeping a fixed view-
point, drift error is an inevitable concern. Hence, the accuracy
was evaluated by flying an AR Drone 2.0 in a room equipped
with a motion capture system for groundtruth. The proposed
optical flow method was used as a refinement over an 8-point
RANSAC implementation (with 200 A-KAZE features [2]
per frame) and the results were compared against the estima-
tion using feature points alone. Figure 5 shows the absolute
errors. The average drift errors in 40 seconds, given below in
Table 1 are stable enough for our purpose.

Table 1. Average Drift Errors in 600 frames (40 seconds)
Average Drift Rate Roll Pitch Yaw
Feature Points (deg.) 7.52 3.86 10.80
Optical Flow (deg.) 3.41 1.59 3.99

Further, spherical videos collected from a moving AR
Parrot Drone 2.0, a Pioneer P3-DX robot, and random hand
movement were also processed. Figures 6 and 7 show some
sample frames along with the virtual decoupled perspective
views1. For lack of space, only the front view has been
shown. The same can be done for any direction on the sphere
to obtain the corresponding decoupled view. It can be seen
that in the decoupled frames, the orientation remains fixed for
all kinds of rolling, pitching, and yawing motions, as opposed
to the haywire motion in the unstabilized case.

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Aiming to implement a freely rotatable, decoupled camera,
this method estimates and removes the rotation in a single op-
timization without solving the complete 5-DoF epipolar prob-
lem. The use of dense optical flow gives a smooth decou-
pled view, as seen in the resultant videos1. The main moti-
vation was to ease the dual-cognitive problem of surveying
and operating robots [8][7]. Since it handles all kinds of roll,
pitch, and yaw motions with any kind of translation, it can
also be used on drones to provide an aerial decoupled camera
(much easier than rotating the drone itself). Similar to [13]
and [12], it can be complemented with VR headsets. More-
over, it only utilizes an inexpensive, commercially available
spherical camera (Ricoh Theta). The spherical camera essen-
tially serves two purposes: providing the image information,
as well as optical flow information from all directions in or-
der to distinguish and separate the translational and rotational
flow patterns. Future work involves increasing the speed, us-
ing some global features (vanishing points, etc.) to eliminate
drift, and a Kalman filter for smoothing.

1Videos at: http://tiny.cc/stabilization
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Fig. 5. Absolute Errors (Motion Ranges: Yaw: ±180 degrees, Pitch/Roll: ±30 degrees)
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Fig. 6. Frames 77, 85, and 111 (top to bottom) from the AR Drone sequence: Equirectangular view and perspective undistorted
front view, regular and decoupled. The fixed orientation in the decoupled camera can be noticed.
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Fig. 7. Frames 100, 106, and 120 (top to bottom) from the Pioneer Robot sequence: Equirectangular view and perspective
undistorted front view, regular and decoupled. The fixed orientation in the decoupled camera can be noticed.
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